INTRODUCTION	XXXV
*... peace on earth.
Not peace tliat grows "by Lethe, scentless floiuer^
There in white languors to decline and cease ;
JBlit peace whose names are also Hajjtnre, Power ^
Clear siglit and Love: for these are parts of Peace.*1
Such are a few of the salient features in these little
cameos of thought, carved by, or for, these notable women
of long ago. It would take too long here to analyze, not
only the motives that brought them into the Order, but the
various aspects, peace and the rest, under which they viewed
that adept state called 'Arahatta,' which they all are
affirmed to have won, and the assurance of which is termed
anna (lit., ad-sciens). I will only touch on one avenue
opened up for the adept woman, that has ever been sought
by her in whatever communion she graduated. For all her
inspired musings under the hilly skies or the cool shade,
the Therl's.life was not wholly one"of introspective reverie,
free or regulated. The Order, refuge though it proved, was
primarily an organization for the propaganda of the
Dhamma or ' Norm,'2 and its members were all, more or
less, wholly or at times, saviours and good shepherds of
stray sheep. Instances of this one and that * teaching the
J "W. Watson, Wordsworth's Grave. The English poet and the
Buddhist spirit here embrace. Santi or Samatha (peace, calm) is
closely allied by the latter with Vipassand (clear sight, insight); and
with all good thought is involved also Samadhi or Jlidna (contem-
plative rapture), and often Plti (emotional rapture), the In,driija*8 (or
Bala's, powers) and Adosa (or Mettii, love).
2 This word is in some respects a more adequate translation of
Dhamma (Sanskrit, Dliarma) than Law, Truth, or Gospel.* By
Dhamma is meant one of the five cosmic orders or sequences of hap-
penings in the universe. Beside the order of action (Jcamma), of the
physical forces (utu), of biological forces (6l/a, or germs), and of mind,
there was, if one may so call it, the moral or regenerative cosmos—
dhamma-niyama*—by which the living universe evolved its Buddhas
and toiled upward out of the eternal round of saysfira towards salva-
tion and the ideal. These five are severally declared in the Canon,
but were classified later. See Buddhaghosa's Commentary on Dtgha
NiJcaya, Sutta xiv.
* Ehys Davids, American Lectures, 38.

